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Hearing this, Jian smiled confidently, and said, “I’ll borrow Mr. jay’s auspicious words 

tonight!” 

After all, he stood up with the sofa, jay who was beside him hurriedly stepped forward to 

help him, and the two left the hotel room together. 

Walking out of the room, people came out of the surrounding rooms one after another. 

Among these people, the East and the West are mixed, and everyone is wearing the same 

clothes, it is really difficult to distinguish the appearance. 

Jian thought he would meet a few acquaintances, but he didn’t expect that the floor where 

he lived was almost filled with unfamiliar faces. 

Everyone came to the elevator hall one after another, only to see two security guards 

standing at the entrance of the elevator hall. The two of them spoke directly and 

expressionlessly: “The elevator is out of service, everyone please take the stairs.” 

There are eight passenger elevators in the hotel, but everyone is required to take the stairs 

to go downstairs, which makes everyone a little dissatisfied. 

Some people wanted to protest, but as soon as they opened their mouths, they were 

scolded by the security guard: “Everyone please obey the discipline! Protesters will be 

recorded as a major demerit, we will remember your number, and a major demerit will be 

recorded. If any item is successfully auctioned, an additional 20% fine will be charged on the 

basis of the transaction price, and he will be recorded twice as a major demerit, which will 

directly deprive him of his right to participate in this conference.” 

When everyone heard this, they immediately shut their mouths. 

 

Although these people are usually high-ranking top rich people, and have extraordinary 

status and power in the world, but when they come here, they are no different from 

prisoners. 

In other words, charlie called them here to let them learn how to be grandchildren. 



Here, they are the most despicable, and even a security guard can yell at them. 

Although there are eight elevators here, they just don’t use them. 

Because this allows them all to maintain a path and walk to the banquet hall in a uniform 

manner. 

In this way, these rich people can experience the feeling of being in jail. 

At this moment, at the entrance of the banquet hall, like the airport security check, four 

security check channels have been set up. 

Each security inspection channel is equipped with a metal detection door and multiple 

security personnel. 

There is a special security check channel, and it is also equipped with multiple doctors and 

multiple medical monitoring equipment. 

In addition, there were several security personnel in camouflage uniforms, a tall man with 

his hands behind his back, meticulously standing on both sides of the security entrance, full 

of pressure. 

When these rich people saw this situation, they all felt an extremely strong sense of 

oppression. 

It’s just that they couldn’t figure out where the source of this sense of oppression came 

from. They didn’t know whether it came from these all-in-one security inspection 

equipment, or these majestic security personnel, or the comprehensive senses brought to 

them by the overall atmosphere. 

But as soon as jay arrived here, he immediately realized the main source of this sense of 

oppression. 

Because he discovered a secret that shocked him: all the security personnel here, without 

exception, are all martial arts masters! 

There are forty or fifty martial arts masters here, and the worst ones are also three-star 

warriors, and the highest ones even have several five-star warriors! 



Although jay himself was already a seven-star warrior, he knew very well that warriors with 

more than three stars were actually very rare. 

There are thousands of his disciples, and there are not even ten who can really reach the 

three-star warrior.And the real five-star martial artist, including himself, the master and the 

missing Mr. Luo, there are only a few people in total. 

 


